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the french government had a different plan. without american help, the french were unwilling to continue the war. deeply reluctant to end the one-sidedness of the allied treaty of brest-litovsk, ptain had no power to negotiate a peace on the allies behalf. the french government was forced to come up with a formula which it thought would be acceptable to the germans. a
veteran of the war, john d. rockwell became known as the american sentinel, checking the information given to reporters by the men who were actually fighting the battles. but in the summer of 1918 the army relied heavily on voluntary labor. the men who hauled supplies and munitions to the front were enlisted soldiers. but what they lacked in courage and patriotism, they
had in experience. if the substitutes had the same knowledge of explosives, tanks, and machine guns as the men who actually fought the battles, they were a superb source for information. filling that gap were reporters like rockwell, who had no military training. on july 2nd, rockwell was reporting from one of the most strategically crucial positions along the meuse-argonne
front. as he scanned the broad, uneven landscape, he spotted something that clearly wasn't supposed to be there. a message had just been sent off to headquarters, and it said that the germans had attacked in strength to the left of the american line. rockwell was stunned. so were his superiors. the battle was so fierce and so critical that this sort of message was only sent
back to headquarters in an emergency. reading it, rockwell was sure that the position in question had been overrun by the germans.
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narrator: pershing chose to stay a few days to train american troops. after surviving the battle of meuse-argonne, louis malhomm and his fellow soldiers had been demobilized and trained new recruits. the victors used them to clear barbed wire and fortify the village of romagne. before long the village was filled with french and american troops. all the troopers had one clear
goal in mind: to give pershings men a rest. the soldiers set up bivouac areas and enjoyed a three day pass home to a reception as heroes. the only problem was that the line was still far from pershings men. the fighting had not yet ceased. the imperial german army, which was badly short of ammunition, still massed 100,000 troops. pershings commander estimated its

strength at more than one million. narrator: on july 12th, pershing and general joseph t. dickman, his chief of staff, took a road trip to paris to meet with ptain and discuss their strategy. removing his coat to prove his rank, pershing informed his commanders that he was there to fight. the president of the united states had not requested ptain to make peace on his behalf, as
was a common practice at the time. ptain must make the decision for himself. he assured pershing that the french would not be hard pressed to hold on. when the war ended it would be their turn to reach out to america and make the first overtures. narrator: two days later, the two commanders met with ptain. according to dickman, ptain said, i am waiting for you

americans to come and help me. the allies desperately needed american soldiers to help them repel the approaching germans. pershing went directly to the point. unless the french are willing to make a peace on their own terms, we will have to fight without them. i intend to take my troops across the front in strong units and with all the dash of youth which they represent.
after a moment of stunned silence ptain said, i think that you are right. he agreed to start peace talks. if the french government rejects the american terms, the two men will continue their talks in paris. 5ec8ef588b
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